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#1930Z0 Ll Zone 0

The new Ll Zone 0 has been specially designed for use in areas with
high risk of explosion. This flashlight has been developed using a new
technology that offers an extremely safe tool for working in
hazardous areas frequently present in chemical, electrical, gas, oil,
power, pharmaceutical, fire rescue, hazmat and other high-risk
industries.

The new Ll Zone 0 is a small but extremely safe and bright flashlight
and is approved under the ATEX Category I (Zone 0) Certification for
use in areas where flammable material is always present (more than
1000 hours/year), therefore very dangerous concerning risk of

explosion.

With similar features as the standard Ll, the new Ll Zone 0 uses the new white LED technology, providing
10.000 hours of usage, 130 hours of burn time and using four replaceable LR44 alkaline coin cells. Also it has a
convenient end switch for momentary blink or continuous light that can be used with only one hand, and it is
supplied with a break-a-way safety neck lanyard for better handling. But the most important feature of the Ll
Zone 0 is that it is ATEX approved for use in Zone 0 (see ATEX Code below). This flashlight is water resistant (not
for diving applications). Unconditionally Guaranteed... forever.
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LIGHT PEAK BEAM
OUTPUT CANDLE POWER LUMENS WEIGHT W/BATTERIES BATTERIES

White-LED 6,000 8,9 25 gr 4 x LR44 Alkaline Coin Cells

AMPS VOLTS WATTS LAMP LIFE BATTERY BURN TIME

0,76 4,5 0,18 10,000 Hours 130 Hours

COLORS

Satin Chrome Metallized Silver

ACCESSORIES

1946C -Ll Attachment kit

APPROVALS

ATEX European Certificate, Category 1 (Zone 0)
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